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A diverse representation of
members undertook the

survey, closely resembling our
full membership.

 



METRO OR REGIONAL
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2022 sees a significant growth
in our regionally based

members, reflective of our
increased regional activity.



ROLE IN THE 
INDUSTRY
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MEMBER SATISFACTION
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It's great to have a

support/organization for my field of

work. I'm also very grateful to know

that there is support, information, and

opportunities out there for musicians.

  Not really seeing the benefits,

but happy to be part of it.

I'm frequently frustrated by what appears

to be MV's primary focus: Live music. 
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TOP 10 MEMBER BENEFITS

 

 



NEXT

WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT MUSIC VICTORIA, 

WHAT THREE WORDS COME TO MIND?

Room for improvement: 

"That not everybody knows about

it. There should be more

advertising / more mention of it in

the community"



NEXT

WHAT'S THE BEST THING ABOUT MUSIC VICTORIA?

Areas for improvement: "That not everybody knows about it. There should

be more advertising / more mention of it in the community"



We are proud to achieve 70% member satisfaction in 2022, up from 61% in

2019. This figure was a KPI we set out to improve upon.

Improvements in regional engagement saw musicians and music workers

joining Music Victoria, something we had prioritised after the last member

survey. 

An unexpected finding was the increase in value of our professional

development offerings, up from #5 benefit to #3 in 2022.

Looking ahead, we are aim to grow awareness of Music Victoria. The more

members we have, the more powerful we can be.

SUMMARY


